Hello!

My name is David Mason - I am the Teen Services Librarian at Kitchener Public Library. As
part of my position, I create volunteer opportunities for teens to complete their community
service requirement to graduate high school. When creating these opportunities, I strive to
amplify youth voices and create community connections. We created a position called
(You)th Connectors so that teens and seniors could stay connected during the COVID-19
pandemic as well as into the future. The following visual art and creative writing was done
by local Waterloo Region teens who were given the prompt of bringing some joy to local
seniors through their own creative medium. We would love any and all feedback on their
work so that we can create a virtual dialogue between the teens and seniors – we would love
for the teens to be creating visual art or creative writing based on what you are interested in
or even have you respond with your own visual art or creative writing!

We hope that you enjoy what the teens have created and that it can spark some joy in the
midst of very difficult times.

Sincerely,

David Mason
Librarian, Teen Services
Kitchener Public Library
david.mason@kpl.org
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Faiza N.

Lake Louise, Banff, AB - July 2019

Imagine that all COVID restrictions have been lifted. The widespread civil unrest is over and
peace has finally been attained. You’re now living in a world of justice and good will. To
celebrate, you and your family have gone on a trip to Banff, Alberta. Upon arriving at Lake
Louise, you notice no one’s there. Normally it’s incredibly busy this time of year, bustling
with people. However, today, it’s just you, the people you love, and nature.
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You sit down at the edge of the lake with a plate of food in your hands. Your mind starts
churning, thinking about all the things that have happened in the past year. At a time when
everything seemed so uncertain, you persisted and remained hopeful.

You are so strong and resilient. You’ll make it through these tough times. Good things wait
on the other side.
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Jimin H.
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Isabella L.
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Nandika R.

This month my art submission is known as “Behind the Door.” This piece is when any blank
door is drawn and whatever you’re feeling is drawn or painted inside. I chose to paint an
intergalactic setting or pulling the moon with some string. It’s a very simple painting which
is what’s often needed during confusing times.
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Penny B.
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Samridhi G.

I decided to draw an album cover of one of my favourite bands, Florence + the Machine, as
one thing that has been helping me get through quarantine is listening to music.
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Sanmeet C.

Quarantine can affect some people mentally since we are not able to meet our loved ones
and friends. However, discovering new hobbies or rediscovering old ones can help us to
pass the time and work up on some skills. Photography, cooking, knitting or painting are
some examples of such hobbies that one might take up during their free time!
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Sevinc Y.
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Caitlin M.

Hi, my name is Caitlin!

I am looking forward to writing letters back and forth with you! What is your name? I
thought we could tell each other a little bit about ourselves to begin! I’m going into grade
10 and I dance competitively. I’ve always loved dancing and I enjoy school. I’m a part of the
ski team, DECA business team (which stands for Distributive Education Clubs of America),
and my school’s leadership program. In my free time I love doing gymnastics and baking. I
believe that I am super organized, hardworking, and very self-motivated. My favourite colour
is yellow and my favourite animal is a dog! My favourite food is anything sweet. What are
some of your favourite things?

To help get to know each other better I thought we could share a story or experience with
each other! My backyard backs onto a protected forest for wildlife and we see so many
animals like deer, coyotes, foxes, wild turkeys, birds, chipmunks, and squirrels. This past
week, my family and I realized that there was a baby deer born recently in the forest behind
our house. It has lots of white spots and was surrounded by a few bigger deer when we saw
him. We sometimes see up to ten deer walking past our house in the mornings and
afternoons. One day, there were three deer just sitting underneath one of the trees. When
my sister and I went outside to jump on our trampoline they were super easy to see. All
three of them laid there for hours.
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Just the other day, my family and I started leaving peanuts on our outdoor window ledge for
squirrels to come and eat. We have left peanuts out every morning and one squirrel seems
to be coming back to grab the peanuts. My sister decided to name him Dwight, a character
from the TV show The Office because it’s her favourite show. We kept that theme and
named three other squirrels that kept showing up in our backyard. They are named Angela,
Andy and Darryl. We also have a few chipmunks that come to visit, as well as two rabbits
(one of them being a baby, and is so tiny!). Recently, one of my science tasks from school
was to create a food web of the ecosystem in my backyard, so I got to work and spent an
hour constructing a food web of the many species of animals in my backyard. I thought it
was such a cool assignment.

Here are some pictures of the wildlife in my backyard!
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I can’t wait to hear a story or experience from you and I hope you enjoyed reading about the
wildlife in my backyard! I’m looking forward to learning more about you and keeping in
touch with you! I hope you’re doing well during these difficult times and I wish you and your
family all the best!

Sincerely,

Caitlin
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Erin S.

Hi there,

My name is Erin and I’m fourteen years old. For this month we’ve been asked to write
something that will bring joy. I find joy in storytelling and memories, so I thought I would
tell a story. As a prologue to my story, I thought I would mention that although I am
generally an intelligent person, I tend to have silly things happen to me because I can be
too impulsive. A lot of my funny stories take place on vacation and I thought I would tell one
I like to call “Water Shoes.”

I was 9 years old and it was the second last day of my Caribbean cruise. That morning we
had docked in Cozumel, Mexico. We went snorkeling for a while in the morning and I was
wearing water shoes. After we had lunch, my brother and I went to go swim in a little pond
that was connected to the ocean. My mom told us that we should wear our water shoes
again, but water shoes were uncomfortable, so we said no. After we had swam for a while,
we noticed that there was a man in a wetsuit swimming around in a little spot that was
where the pond met the ocean. After he left, we swam over. As the more impulsive of the
two of us, I went first. I started to go in, feeling my way around on the rocks, watching out
for big dips in the rocks where I could slip. Suddenly, I felt a searing pain. I pulled my foot
away and swam crying over to where my parents were sitting on the shore. My dad called
the guide over to us and she looked at my foot. There were little black dots all over it. The
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guide recognized these dots and told me I had stepped on a sea urchin and that its spines
were in my foot!

As is normal for a 9 year old who had just gotten news like that, I started crying even
harder. I had to be carried back to the ship. Although I was upset about the pain, my
brother did convince my parents to buy me a couple cookies on the way which made me feel
a little better. Back on the ship, we went to go see the doctor. He told me that I had to soak
my foot in warm water and the spines would fall out. I spent the entire next day soaking my
foot, missing out on all the fun that my brother and dad were having. I couldn’t even get my
own food at the buffets and I had to be carried everywhere because I couldn’t walk.
Unfortunately, the doctor was wrong - none of the spines fell out! I had wasted my entire
day soaking my foot to no avail! Luckily after about a week, my skin grew over the spines
and I was able to walk again with almost no pain. To this day, my brother likes to say that
I’m part sea urchin!

As I’m sure you figured out, I call the story “Water Shoes” because if I had listened to my
mom and put on my water shoes, this never would have happened. This tends to be a trend
in some of my other stories, but by now I’ve realised that she knows what she’s talking
about.

I hope that this letter brought you some joy, and I would love to hear back from you with a
funny story from your life, or anything else you’d like to share!
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I hope this reaches you in good health,

Erin
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Emma K.
Happy
Floppy was lonely - he was the loneliest bunny in the world. His owners were playful and
they checked in and played with Floppy all the time, but something was missing from his
life that he could never figure out; he was never truly happy.

Happy was a very frightened bunny. She lived in the kennel with two other bunnies just like
her. She never got enough food as the others would always get to it first and all she had to
play with was a cardboard box. Happy slept in the box too because the other bunnies took
up all of the space on the bed. She was mistreated at the kennel, and although she lived in a
crowded pen with others, she was still very lonely. One day, everything changed for Happy.

It was a snowy January day and it was cold and dark in Happy’s pen. When Alison, the
woman who was supposed to take care of the bunnies (who usually just ended up throwing
scraps of old vegetables at them) came to feed them, Happy became frightened and hid in
her box. She always hid in the box when Alison came because she was scared of the other
bunnies' aggression toward food. She would only leave the box to finish off the others’
scraps when they were done eating. Happy laid in the box and closed her eyes. Suddenly,
she felt her box shake. She began to panic. She paced around in the box, which made it
shake even more.

“Calm down!” Alison scolded.
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Happy didn’t want to calm down - she couldn’t. What was happening? Where was she going?

Suddenly, Alison put her down. Happy peeked out of the box slowly, scratching the
hardwood floor beneath her. Next to her was a huge window bringing daylight into the
whole room. She cautiously stepped one more foot out of her box to find that Alison and
another young boy were staring down at her. This made happy very uncomfortable and
scared, so she immediately scrambled back into her tiny box.

“Come back here you stupid bunny!” she heard Alison shout.

Happy didn’t like being called a stupid bunny. She wasn’t stupid at all. She was sick and
tired of the way she was being treated at the kennel.

“Come here, Happy!” she heard male voice, with a tint of excitement in his voice, call to her.
She had never heard that voice before, so she knew that it was someone new to the kennel.
She peeked her little head out of her box and ran over to see the boy. He looked about 19
and he wore a red baseball cap and a grey t-shirt. The boy picked her up and began petting
her calmly the way that nobody else had before. For the first time, Happy felt safe and
comfortable.

“Are you sure you want to take this one, Tyler?” she heard Alison inquire.
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“Positive,” the boy, Tyler, assured her.

Soon enough, Happy was placed into a crate and being lifted away from the kennel. She
watched as she grew farther and farther away from the other bunnies in the pen. She
wouldn’t miss them or the kennel.

Tyler placed Happy in the car and they began moving. Suddenly, Happy became very
frightened. Where were they going? What if he was taking her to an even scarier kennel than
before? What if he was a farmer and was going to sell her to hungry customers for lunch?
She curled up in a ball and began shaking in her crate. She suddenly wished she was back in
Alison’s kennel with the others.

When the car stopped, Happy looked out the window and saw a pink house with
flowers surrounding it.

“We’re here, Happy!” Tyler beamed from the driver’s seat.

He picked up Happy’s crate and carefully lifted her inside. The house was very neat and tidy
and smelled like freshly baked bread. Happy liked it. When they entered the kitchen, a
young girl, and another boy who looked just like Tyler ran over. They grabbed Happy and
gave her a huge hug.
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“These are your other new owners, Happy! This is my twin brother, Tommy, and younger
sister, Emma.”

Tommy and Emma seemed beyond excited to meet her. They didn’t look nearly as cruel as
Alison and they didn’t seem like they wanted to eat her at all.

About thirty minutes later, Tyler carried Happy down the stairs. Their basement was
unfinished and smelled familiar to her. Happy glanced over to her left and saw a large,
spacious pen, much bigger than the one at the kennel. Tyler picked her up and placed her
inside. To her surprise, a small, brown bunny with floppy ears came charging toward her.

“This is Floppy, your new big brother,” Tyler explained as Floppy gave her a huge hug.
Usually, Happy would be very frightened when seeing another bunny due to the trauma of
the kennel, but Floppy was different. He was welcoming and was very excited to meet her.
The two bunnies became best friends and Happy finally got to sleep in a bed rather than a
cardboard box. She was never lonely again because her new owners played with them and
gave them toys and food.

Floppy became less lonely, as he found what was missing in his life. His new sister gave him
everything he ever wanted, and he was never bored or sad again. He had finally found his
key to being happy.
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Jaiden V.
Mother’s Day Dinner
Today is Mother’s Day. Since we’re in quarantine, I can’t buy her a present. Instead, I decide
to make dinner tonight. I spend all day cooking her favorite foods: rosemary and garlic
focaccia bread, chicken alfredo, and a chocolate torte with homemade whip cream. Beep,
beep, beep! The kitchen timer goes off telling me that it’s time to take the bread out of the
oven.

“Hurry up,” my parents call from the dining room, “We’re starving in here.”

I grab two potholders and reach over to grasp the edges of the pan, careful to avoid the hot
sides of the oven. The bread is perfectly cooked; it is golden-brown and smells amazing. I
place it on the stove to cool and cover it with a black hand towel.

“Gimme a minute,” I call back, “It just needs to cool a little bit.”

I decide to start grilling the chicken for pasta, giving the bread some time to cool down
before I cut it. Once the chicken is cooked through, I throw the towel back onto the stove to
check on the bread. Leaving the towel, I moved the pan onto the counter behind me so that
I can slice the bread. I arrange the warm pieces onto a plate and carry it out to my parents.
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Walking back into the kitchen, I return to the stove and begin to cook the pasta. In a large
pan, I mix together the pasta and broth to boil the noodles. After turning on the burner, I
move back towards the counter to clean up the crumbs left from the bread.

All of the sudden, I start to smell something burning. I quickly turn around to stir the pasta,
but I notice that it hasn't even warmed up yet. Looking beneath the pan, I see that there
isn’t even a flame beneath the pan.

With a dawning sense of horror, I realize that it was the back burner, rather than the front
one, that I had turned on. Coincidentally, it is the same burner that with the, now very
smokey, towel on it. I hurry to turn off the stove, but it is too late. The towel continues to
smoke.

“Hey, Dad,” I yell,” Can you come help me real quick?” He starts laughing from the dining
room.

“I’m not kidding! I set something on fire!”

And with that, the black towel bursts into flames. My dad runs into the kitchen, with my
mom close behind him. As we all stand watching, he grabs the towel and throws it into the
sink. As cold water from the tap hits the towel, it sizzles and lets off even more dark smoke,
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filling the kitchen. Coughing, we all hurry to open windows and air out the room before the
fire alarm goes off.

For some reason, my family doesn’t really trust me to cook dinner anymore.
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Laura W.
Turn In Time
I scuff my shoes against the pavement as I run closer and closer to the carnival's biggest
attraction - the Ferris wheel. Twenty stories high, bright flashing colours and lights, the
continuous carnival jingle inviting me closer. As I approach the ride, I notice that it is empty
- completely empty. No long lines and no one riding it. This is odd considering it is the
carnival’s biggest attraction. Nonetheless, I step onto the metal platform that takes me to
where I hop onto the ride.

The ride slows down to a stop and I lift the bar which stood in the way of me sitting down in
the cart. I buckled my seatbelt and clicked the bar into place. The Ferris wheel makes a loud
screech as it begins to ascend. I find the ride peaceful and calming. As I near the top, I can’t
help but to melt at the views of the whole carnival down below. All the children running
around, screaming with joy, all the tired parents lugging behind, the chime of the hundreds
carnival mini games clashing in the air. The ride stops my cart at the top of the wheel and I
take a moment to take a deep breath of the fresh night air.

When the ride continues, I notice the difference in the speed. Before it was a slow ascend,
but now it was descending faster - too fast. I quickly look down for help, who is controlling
this thing? Panic fills me up as I desperately clench the bar of my cart and squeeze my eyes
shut. I feel my stomach drop as I continue to quickly descend. I open my eyes to a bright
light and a loud thudding noise.
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All of a sudden, the Ferris wheel halts to a stop. It feels like everything has stopped. It takes
me a moment to open up my eyes again. I adjust them to the difference of light and look
around. Where am I? I lift the bar of the cart and exit the ride. Right away, I knew I wasn’t at
the carnival, but how is that possible? I look down at my feet which were submerged in tall,
untamed grass. The bright sun was scolding down onto the field of wild plants and bushes.
It seemed like some type of jungle wilderness.

I don’t have time to finish my thought when I hear a piercing screech fill the air. This time, it
wasn’t the Ferris wheel - it was much, much scarier. Emerging from the tall grass was a
dinosaur - a big dinosaur! My body fills with panic, then adrenaline. I quickly race to the
bushes, trying to hide from the dinosaur, which seems to be on the hunt. Maybe if I can get
back to the Ferris wheel, I’ll be able to somehow travel back to the carnival. It’s now or
never as I jump out of the bushes and sprint as fast as I can to the Ferris wheel. I make it
just in time and snap the bar into place.

The wheel slowly creaks and starts to ascend upward. The dinosaur is at the bottom of the
Ferris wheel, eager to find a way to get to me. The ride stops at the top again and the
dinosaur jumps onto the metal frame, trying to climb up to me. Can this Ferris wheel go any
faster? Just as quick as the thought pops into my mind, the Ferris wheel begins its fast
descend and I grab the bar in front of me and squeeze my eyes shut. I sense the bright light
and the loud thud of the wheel.
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When I open my eyes again, I’m no longer in dino-ville. But I’m also not back at the carnival
like I thought I would be. It’s dark and I feel lighter. Almost as if there wasn’t any gravity. As
I cautiously lift the bar of my cart, my eyes widen in astonishment as I realize just where I
am. I am on the moon! I feel myself being lifted into the atmosphere and I act quickly. I grab
onto the bar again and stuff moon rock into the pockets of my sweater and pants. Hopefully
this will hold me down. I step away from the bar again and feel my feet firm on the moon.

What type of magical Ferris wheel am I on? First dinosaurs, and now the moon, what’s next?
At least nothing wants to eat me on the moon. I look up into the endless amount of space
that surrounds me. I can’t help but to notice the big floating planet not too far from the
moon - Earth. The view was extraordinary! Never in my life had I seen such a beautiful view.
The blues of the seas, the greens of our continents, the swirls of our white clouds. I never
want to leave this place. But I know I can’t stay. I have to get back home, back to where I
truly belong. I make my way to the cart, putting all but one of the moon rocks back on the
moon. I’m definitely going to keep one as a souvenir. I click the bar in and the Ferris wheel
goes through its motions. Slowly ascending, quickly descending, a bright light and a loud
thud later, the wheel has stopped yet again.

As I exit the cart, I realize that I am sure far, far from home. I seem to be in the future!
Flying cars, robots, and electronics everywhere! The buzzing and beeping fills the crystal
blue sky as I stare in wonder at what the world has come to. It is so drastically different
from life currently! I guess all the movies I’ve watched got it right - we really do have flying
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cars in the future. I manage to flag down a passing car and they gracefully fly down and
hover beside me. I ask the woman what year it was and my mouth hangs open. 2070. I can’t
believe it - I’m over 50 years in the future! As much as I’d love to stay and explore what life
will be like, I know I have to get back to the carnival so I can get home. I say my goodbyes
to a world I know I will visit once again in due time. I sit in the Ferris wheel cart and click the
bar down. I go through the motions again and hold on to hope that I’ll make it home this
time. A loud thud signals the opening of my eyes and I can almost cry with relief.

I’m here - I’m at the carnival! I scream with delight as I lift the bar of the Ferris wheel for the
last time and I step off the ride and onto the familiar pavement. I don’t realize until I’m back
at the carnival, looking back at the Ferris wheel, that I notice the individual drawings on the
sides of the cart. One of the carts had a dinosaur, one had a moon and stars, the other had
flying cars, and the last set of carts all had miniature themed carnivals. If only I had picked
those carts first! As I begin my walk away from the Ferris wheel, I notice the line growing
longer and longer as families wait to go on the ride. I can certainly say I will never, ever go
on a Ferris wheel again. I’ve had enough adventure for a lifetime. I smile as I reach into my
pockets and fiddle with the moon rock. I look up into the night sky and spot the moon, and
think maybe, just maybe, I might just ride the Ferris wheel again sometime soon.
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Morgan G.
Beautiful Things
Sunsets that glow, with colours to match the fall leaves you see as you sit around the
campfire on a cold autumn night, a cup of hot chocolate warming up your cold hands.
The moment the clouds open up to reveal to you the bright blue sky after the rain from a
long and heavy storm.
Green, wild gardens, filled with birds and their songs, squirrels and their acorns, frogs with
their flies, and the flowers when they bloom with the morning sunrise.
Rainbows: Red, the colour of the juicy strawberry on the fruit tray. Orange, the colour of the
pumpkin you hold as you give it a face. Yellow, the colour of the sun that brightens the
afternoon. Green, the colour of the Earth that is a home to us all. Blue, the colour of the rain
that falls from the same coloured sky. Purple, the colour of a dark storm that represents the
rain that replenishes the Earth. And pink, the colour that represents love of all types.
Winter: The cold snow, and the pretty snowflakes. The season of skating with your partner,
of sledding down a steep hill alongside your friends, and of catching snowflakes on your
tongue.
Summer: The lightest skies, the brightest of suns. The season of camping, of stargazing, of
hiking, biking, and backpacking. Summer, the season of opportunity. Opportunity to make
memories with friends and family.
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Family: trips to the beach, camping, spending time together and making memories all year
long.
Friends: the ones who cheer you up, who make you laugh. The ones you sit with at school
every day, the people you gossip with.
Best friends: the ones you trust the most, the ones you spend hours at each other’s houses,
the people who make life even more exciting than regular friends ever did.
Art, painting a sunrise when the world has not yet awoken, drawing the shape of the
mountains in the distance that you want to one day climb, or sharing a song with the one
you love.
Books: an entry into a whole other world. Using just words to paint a picture in every young
reader’s mind. Stories that inspire others to go after their dreams.
Laughter: as your friend makes a fool of themselves in front of the person they like, or
laughter at pranks and jokes, as comedians perform on the street corners of a busy city or
on stage, auditioning for a famous talent show.
Water: the life source of almost everything on our planet. From scuba diving to surfing to
water polo, there’s something for everyone in the water.
Animals: the cute little kittens and puppies, the zebras and lions and elephants that you see
at the local zoo, a glimpse at the wild side of the world.
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Music: a key to the heart. The one language that can connect everyone no matter what
circumstance.
Sports: the moment you score the winning goal, or when you come out of the water to see
you cut a second off your swimming time, or even when you dance on that stage in front of
all those people.
As we are stuck inside right now, take this time to remember all of the fun you had and the
memories you made with your loved ones in the past.
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Sophia A.
Backyard Duck Visitors
The beautiful summer weather has allowed me to appreciate nature and the stunning world
we live in. I’ve gone on many bike rides and walks to explore the great outdoors. I’ve
especially loved seeing all the wild animals outside. I have seen graceful hummingbirds in
my flower gardens, tall majestic deer running through my backyard, and the neighbourhood
fox who seems to make an appearance every week. I especially get excited when I see ducks
at the pond or when they come to visit near my house. Ducks have always been one of my
favourite birds and their unique patterns on their feathers have always been astonishing.

A male and a female duck always seem to be visiting my backyard during the warm summer
evenings. They slowly waddle through the grass, carefully making sure there's no danger to
come. The ducks are always pecking at the birdseed fallen from my bird feeder. It is
amazing how the ducks are always so calm and collected, even when people walk by, or
when animals come close.

Whenever the ducks come, I get myself a small bowl of birdseed and I slowly make my way
outdoors. I calmly approach and gently toss some birdseed out to the ducks. I kneel,
hopefully seeming less intimidating. Once again, I carefully toss some birdseed out towards
the ducks, this time throwing the seeds a little farther away from them, to encourage them
to waddle forward. I have to be very patient when waiting for the ducks to step forward. To
get closer, I slowly lay down on my stomach. At first, they hesitate as I gradually inch
forward towards them. After patiently laying down on my stomach, the ducks are intrigued
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and toddle a little closer. I sprinkle a little more seed out in front of them and watch them
gently peck at the ground. I am so close now - only a couple of feet away. My heart is
beating quickly with excitement, but I must stay collected and peaceful on the outside. The
ducks are so poised as they stand there in the gleaming sun. I can see their beauty up close
now. Their oily feathers shine in the evening sun and their webbed feet are such a bright
orange and so delicate.

I carefully reach out my hand full of birdseed, inviting the ducks to come closer. They
hesitate and take a step backwards but I encourage them to come forward by tossing out
some birdseed by their feet. Eventually, the female duck steps forward and quickly pecks at
the seed in my hand. Although the male duck is nervous at first, he later comes forward. He
is brave enough to waddle closer and pecks at the food in my hand. They peck quickly and
sharply at the seeds. I am sure to keep my hand flat so that the ducks don’t pinch my skin
with their beaks. Excitement overcomes my body, although I must stay completely still. My
arm is aching from holding it out for so long but I can’t shake it out or I’ll scare away the
ducks!

Eventually, the ducks have had enough to eat and waddle off to wherever their next
adventure leads them. I slowly get up, shake out my sore arm, and brush off the grass on
my front. I feel so overjoyed from the beauty of the ducks and I hope for them to come
again soon.
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Tulja G.
The Importance of Grandparents
Grandparents are benevolent and charismatic individuals who play an irreplaceable role in a
child’s development. They are pillars of wisdom and support and are a perfect companion
for fun and care. Not only can they play games with us, but they can be excellent advicegivers because grandparents hold a lifetime of experiences. Grandparents can give us an
insightful understanding about our family culture, heritage, and traditions. According to the
US Census Bureau of 2011, a grandparent regularly looks after twenty-four percent of
children under the age of five. For a child, having a grandparent around means having
someone to play with, and talk to in the face of adversity. Grandparents can serve in a
variety of capacities. They can be confidants, as necessitated by various situations, and they
can be one among their young children and interact as a child their age.

Apart from interacting with children, grandparents can provide stability and support, should
the family experience an unforeseen event or circumstance. Grandparents are efficient and
rational problem-solvers, who can ease tense situations with aplomb. Their tremendous
amount of experience also makes them remarkable storytellers. Grandparents can share
stories about culture and heritage that give children, as well as adults, insight about their
family background. This helps maintain traditions and legacies that are significant and
specific to the family. Sharing their own childhood stories with grandchildren is an
entertaining, fruitful, and insightful experience. Studies have shown that having a close
relationship with a grandparent has positive effects on a child, specifically during teenage
years where behaviour and social changes are at peaks. When grandparents share their life
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stories with adolescents, personal connections are established between the two
generations. When families might be overwhelmed with pressures, responsibilities,
grandparents are there to remind the family to remain positive and enjoy the joys that life
holds. They can be role models who guide us through tough waves and give us a sense of
security and comfort. Thank you to all the grandparents who are reading this piece. Thank
you for your unconditional affection and extended support from time to time. Thank you for
being one among us children, while also serving as captivating and inspiring leaders!
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